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Abstract
In this paper we derive an arialytical model for
Information Lifecycle Management (ILM) systems
and use that model to investigate the cost saving
potential of ILM systems and to support decision
findirig. We show arialytically that if ILM is erriploycd corrcctly it can lead tjo significant storage
costs savings in enterprises.
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Introduction

ILM is based on the idea that in an enterprise
there are different information with different values.
The different information will be stored on different
storage devices. A similar way of thinking is found
in the area of operating systems a t page swapping
scenarios usiiig virtual memory: RAM memory is
more expensive than hard disc memory, therefore
currently unused memory pages are swapped to the
hard disc when memory becomes scarce [I]. The
Same principle is employed with ILM for storage
systems.
ILM rnanages information according t o its value.
Valuable information is stored ori systems with
high Quality of Service (QoS). The value changes
over time and therefore migration of information
to cheaper storage systems with lower QoS is required. Autornated migration makes ILM dynamic.
By correctly establishing migration rules, the organization would See little to no delay in information

access (keeping frequently accessed informatioii or
data requiring instant access regardless of age nearline), but would save significantly by conserving
precious disk subsystem space and elimiriating disk
subsystem purchases t o support growth.
In this paper we identify the cost factors and
their inlluences. The paper is strucliired 7.a follows: In section 2 the general definition of ILM is
presented. Theri section 3 introduces the analytical model whose implications are irivestigated in
section 4. At the end, in sectiori 5, we show the
applicability of the model and how storage decisiori
finding is supported.
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SNIA's Definition of ILM

The generally accepted definition of ILM worked
out by the Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) from this presents itself as follows [2]:

Definition 1 (ILM SNIA) Information Lifececycle Management is compromzsed of the policies,
processes, practices, und tools used to align the business value of information with the most appropriate
and cost eflcctive IT inJrustructure from the time
inform,ation 2.9 con,cei~led th.rou.qh its final d~:sposition. Information is aligned with business processes
through management policies and seruice Levels associated with upplications, metadata, information
und data.
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This definition forms the basis for an accurate
occupation with ILM. Nevertheless this definition
is too general to derive a mathematical model for
ILM. Therefore we will generate a model t o get
results for ILM solutions. The model is derived
canonically starting with 1-dimensional considerations which will be generalized by multidimensional
considerations.
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Analytical Model for ILM

In this chapter an analytical model based on analyst sl,iidies is derived. Firsl we check if ~he.eflects
of data growth are neutraliaed by price declining
(or performance improvement) of storage components. Of Course the well-known Moore's law [3]
and similar predictions can be applied for deriving the model. Here analysts' statements are used
to take the current market into account to provide
more specific predictions.
The following table sumrnarizes all used abbreviations in order to Support the reading of the paper.

g, g(t)
gi(t)

d, d(t)
di( t )
c(t)

"c(t)
a(t)
ai (t)

~i(t)
ManC
CY~

ßi
"r =

%

growth rate of capacity demand
growth rate of capacity demand
in hierarchy i
price decline per GB
price decline per GB in hierarchy i
cost
n-dimensional cost
total amount of needed capacity
airiount of needed capacity
in hierarchy i
price of needed capacity
price of needed capacity
in hierarchy i
managing cost
hierarchy i's fraction of the total
amount of needed capacity
price factor between hierarchy i
and hierarchy 1 with ß1 = 1 always
ratio between
n-dim.cost and 1-dim. cost
Table 1: Abbreviations
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3.1

Data Growth

The University of California in Berkeley concluded
that in 2002 alone around 5 exabytes (1018 Bytes)
of new "stored information" (paper, film, magnetic,
and optical storage media) were produced. This is
less than one third of the new information that is
communicated through clcctronic information flows
(telephone, radio and TV, Internet) which is about
17,7 exabytes [4].
Even more amourits of data will be produced over
the next few years, several analysts report. They
all speak of steadily growing capacity demand. The
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) varies beLween 60% and 100%. Mel,agroiip ident,ified a
growth rate of 60% [5]. In 2001 IDC estimated
a CAGR of 76% over the years 2000-2004 [6]. A report created in 2003 by Horisori speaks of a CAGR
for data demands over the next few years of 60%70% [7]. Although the exact value is not known
(.he tendency is obvious. Effects of I,he increasing
demand are Seen in the business reports of storage
supplier companies. In 2005 IDC detected a continued acceleration of the annual growth rate leading
also to revenue growth a t EMC, Dell and Network
Appliances [8].
To conclude we assume the capacity demand
grows by a factor g E [0.6; 1.01 per year.
This factor represents the overall demand and
incliides any demand rediicing effects like deleting.

3.2

Price Decline of Hardware

As the tendency for demand is growirig the tendency for storage prices is declining. Again analysts give a range of prognoses. Between 1998
and 2001 McKinsey determined for the price pergigabyte (GB) a CAGR of -36% [6]. IDC took a
look a t the prices per GB between 2001 and 2003.
In 2003 per-gigabyte external storage prices fell 33%, while in 2002 and 2001, they fell down -40%
and -43% respectively. So the CAGR between 2001
and 2003 is -36% [8].
To conclude we assume the prices per GB decline
realistically by a factor d E [-0.33; -0.361 per year.
This factor only influeiices tlie hardware cost.
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3.3

Managing Cast

The cost situation changes wlieri considering the
total cost of ownership (TCO). Both Gartner and
IDC reported that an enterprise sperids an average of $3 managing storage for every $1 spent on
hardware [ 5 ] . Additionally Gartner Group speaks
of $3,5 being spent for managing each $1 spent for
storage hardware [9]. It is obvious that the effect
of growing demand is not ncut,ralixrd by tho cffect
of price decline. This relatiori of approximately 3:l
between managing cost (ManC) and hardware cost
has to be considered in the cost model, too. To derive the rriodel step by step we first defirie liardware
cost and then extend the model.

3.4

1-dimensional Cost Model

hardware. Then the total cost of ownership is:
c(t)=

JI"

a(to)(l+g(t))t.p(to)(l+d(t))tdt+~an~

ILM categorizes the demand and moves information items from higher hierarchies to lower ones in
order to reduce the demand for new hardware in
the highest hierarchy. ILM takes into account that
in enterprises a lot of unused data is stored on high
performance storage devices [10, 11, 121. ILM assurries that the st,ora.geenvirorirnent eriiploys different hierarchies. Hence the cost model for ILM has
t,o be cxtendcd to rcflect thc n-dimensional charxteristic of an ILM solution.

3.5

n-dimensional Cost Model

Hardware cost is a function of needed capacity and When information are migrated between different
the price per GB. To consider the cost development hierarchies the cost per each hierarchy has to be
over a period of time tlie integral of the function is considered.
calculated.
Definition 4 (Multidimensional Cost) The
Definition 2 (Hardware Cost) Let a(t) be the T C 0 for an n-dimensional ILM solution is:
amount of needed stomge capacity ut time t , p(t)
n
t
the price for storage capacity at time t and c(t) the
.c(t) :=
a i ( t ) . pi(t)dt M a n C
cost of the storage realization at time t.
i=l '0
Then c(t)=a(t) p(t) and the storage cost over a
period of time from t o to t is:
with
a i ( t ) = (1 + gi(t))t
the amount of needed storage capacity in hierarchy
level i at time t ,
pi ( t ) = ( 1 d i ( t ) ) t
The following coriclusion specifies the cornposi- the price for storage capacity i n hierarchy level, i at
tion of a ( t ) and g ( t ) .
time t.

C/

+

+

Conclusion 1 When g(t) is the function of capacity growth und d(t) is the function of price decline
the cost is:
':J c(t)dt = J:' a ( t ) . p(t)dt
=
a ( t o ) ( l +g(t)It . p ( t o ) ( l + d(t)Itdt
with
a ( t ) = u ( t o ). ( 1 + g ( t ) ) t[Bytes]und
t EUR
= P ( ~ o .) (1 + d ( t ) ) [=I

The SNIA End User Council (EUC) Top Ten
Pain Points survey showed that end-users ranked
their pain points in the following order: Costs
(price and TCO) have the highest priority before
" the challenge of managing growth and meeting capacity needs" [13].
This shows that cost is the driving factor for decisions conceriiing storage. Therefore the cost effects
of ILM have to be irivestigated.
Now we add the administration cost mentioned In c h a ~ t e r s3.1, 3.2 arid 3.3 we have shown that
there are useful ways t o attach value to each sirialready and get the TCO:
gle cost factor. In thc next chapter we focus on
Definition 3 (TCO) Let ManC be the managing the hardware cost and show that there are positive
cost needed to be spent when employing purchased effects wheri ernploying TT,M.

':J
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Now we look a t the multidimensional hardWare cost. First we look a t the ratio between
In ILM the storage hierarchies have different costs. 1-dimensional cost and 2-dimensional cost and
Assuming hierarchy 1 is more expensive than hier- afterwards we increase the dimensions.
archy 2, etc., then there is a ßi < 1 with
pi(t) = ßi . ~ i - ~ ( for
t ) all i 5 n.
Further the amount of needed storage capacity ai(t)
4.2 2-dimensional Cost
for hierarchy i is a fraction of a(t):
In order to get the ratio between 1-dimensional and
ai(t) = ai . a(t) with ai < 1 and
2-dimensional cost we divide 2c(t) by lc(t):
C:=i "i = 1
ßi defines the price relation to the highest and
most expensive hierarchy. ai defines the portion of
the overall volunie stored on hierarchy i.
We will show that ai and ßi arc cffective paramcters for deciding on an ILM solution. Of Course a(t)
and p(t) also have effects. But a(t) is determined
by the starting situation of the relevant enterprise
and develops according to the day after day business. Neither the starting value is changeable nor
is il. Ohe intention o i ILM t.o infliience t,he biisiness.
Furthermore p(t) is infiuenced by the global inarkets and not changeable.
Thus ai and ßi are the controllable parameters. ßi
is determined by the choice of employed technology.
Choosing an appropriate technology is one task of
ILM concept. ai is delermined by specific reqiiireIt is shown that ILM influences hardware cost.
ments of the related enterprise,
. ie. aker conduct- A cost reduction is achieved by categorizing the
ing an assessment the different QoS requirements storage demand into hierarchies. The main characare determined and the related volumes ai are as- t,eristics of differcnt hicrarchies are different costs
signed.
resiilting from difTerenl QoS. QoS siimmarixes in
In the ncxt scction wc dcfine somc assumptions particular characteristics like security, backup freand derive results which are directly connected to quency or access speed [14]. Thus ILM reduces the
the a i 7 sand ßi's.
demand for new hardware in the most expensive
information class. This leads to a reduction in the
hardware cost.
4.1 Assumptions
The eKect shown w i ~ hn=2 can be generalized for
There are three assumptions to be made:
n > 2. Each new hierarchy i, i > 2, reduces the
1. di(t) are the Same for all hierarchies.
cost if there is an amount of data a+(t)= ai . a(t),
2. gi(t) are the Same for all hierarchies.
to be categorized in the hierarchy.
3. d(t) and g(t) are constant.
It is obvious that theoretically the number of inAs shown in chapters 3.1 and 3.2 these assump- formation classes can be high. In reality the stortions are allowed and analysts give advice for their age environment becomes quite complex with many
general conditions.
hierarchies and managing cost increase. Thus the
The assumptions simplify the model. With the T C 0 for each new hierarchy in the case n > 2 has
sirnplificd modcl thc effccts of price pcr capacity to be considered.
and amount of capacity needed are derived. The
effects are still there when the assumptions are
4.3 Effects of a and on 2r
neglected. Therefore the assuniptions are not
As shown before, ILM has positive effects on cost.
necessarily needed to apply the results.
To analyze how influential the employment of TTJM
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is (Y and ß have t o be exaniined. In case of 'r,
and ß2 have to be examinedl.

the oi and the difference between the ßi. Sirice
CLl ai = 1 there is a constraint influencing the
distances between oi.
We stiow two cases, wtiere the effects of ai and ßi
are corisidered. In cach case four different dirncnsions (n=2, n=3, ri=4 and ri=5) are investigated.
To analyse the effects of rui and ßi on "T the sum Gase 1 reflects a. sitiiation where t.he portion ol hierarchy 1 is fix 50%. Although there is potential for
C:=l aißi is investigated.
Apparently there are degenerated values like all hierarchies n and the prices are well arranged,
i
ßi cancel out eacli otlier.
a 2 = 0, a 2 = 1, ß2 = 1 or ß2 = 0. These val- the influerices of ( ~ and
Case 1:
ues d o not represent a 2-dimensional ILM solution.
Therefore they are excluded.
For non-degenerated a z and ßz the following
graphic shows the effects on 'T:

Etfkrs

D!

e1phe.-2

s ~ db t 0 2

a2
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Now the relating

1.2

for case 1 are considered.

=
aißi J'' aai(t) .pi(t)dt
Calculatiori of the terni xZ=l(oi . ßi):
ri=2:
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n=3:
c S l ( ( Y i .ßi) = 112.1
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0.2
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n=4:
~ : = ~ ( . ' i . ßi) = 112 . 1
Figure 1: Effects of a 2 arid
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Effects of tri and

ßi

+ 116 ,314 + 116,214

'T

It is shown that a 2 and ß2 each have impact on
'T. If ß2 is close t o 1 (=Pl) the effect is alniost 0,
in fact irrespective of 02.
The effect,~on 2r depend on the distance between
~1 and 0 2 and the distance between ßi and ß2.
This means that for ILM scenarios the number of
hierarchies is limited by the effects of cost. Therefore not every hierarchy is worth being established.
In the next sub-chapter we show that the adding of
a hierarchy can lead t o neutral and even negative
effects.

4.4

1/4.1/3 = 0.75

~ : = ~ ( a i . ß i=) 1/2.1+1/8.4/5+1/8.3/5+1/8.2/5
+1/8.1/5 = 0.75
Although the added hierarchy is cheaper than all
existing hierarchies, the positive effect of smaller
ß, is compensated by smaller ai.
The next case shows that even when the amount of
stored data in hierarchy 1 is reduced by addirig a
new hierarchy, the cffcct becornes rnore and rnorc
marginal.
Case 2:

on "r

Iri the multidimensional case with n>2 sirnilar effects like those for 2r can be expected. As seen
for 11=2 t,he cffcct,~dcpend on t,he distanre bctwecn
the relating

'Due todetermination of az, ai isdetermined, too. /ji =
1 aiways.

T=

for case 2 are considered

aißi J? a i (t) . PI (t)dt

5 APPLICATION OF THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL COST MODEL
Calculation of the term CrT1(ai . Pi):
r1=2:
~ : = ~ ( .aßi)
i = 1 1 2 . 1 1 / 2 . 1 / 2 = 0.75

+

In case 2 each adding of a new information class
creates a positive effect, of Course. But it is shown
that the advantage of adding a hierarchy becomes
more and more marginal (0.75 vs. 0.667 vs. 0.625
vs. 0.6).
Summary Cases 1 and 2:
It is shown that ai and ßi are the only individually
adjustable parameters in an ILM scenario. In order
to get the highest gain realizing ILM scenarios they
have to be determined sensitively.
Now, for a specifiC casc we show, how decisions for
ILM can be made.

5

Application of the multidimensional cost model

In chapter 4 we showed that ai and ßi are effective
factors for cost calculations and therefore for
purchase decisions. The question is "How t o
determine these factors?". For the price factors ßi
the answer is given by technology. The different
storage technologies have different prices. The
price relations are given by market analysts. The
price differencc bet,wcce ent,erprise disk (FC, SCSI,
FICON, ESCON2) and midrange disk (SCSI, FC)
is 2.5:l. The price difference between midrange
disk and low cost disk (S-ATA3) is 3:l. The price
difference between low cost disk arid automated
tape is 6: 1 171.
These are quite useful results and complete the estimations given in chapters 3.1, 3.2, 3.3. What is
missing are the potential factors a i . How many
2Fibre Channel, Small Computer System Interface, Fiber
Connectivity, Enterprise Systems Connection
3Serial Advanced Technology Attachment
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gigabytes are needed in the different hierarchies?
1s there enough potential for ILM? To get these
figures we conducted a case study in spring 2005.
In the case study we investigated a database of a
german DAX-30 company. The access patterns of
150,000 files were invesligat,ed. A random sample
of 1,000 files was taken and all accesses were logged.
The logging of all accesses since creation of each file
provided the following results [12]:
There were niorc than 150,000 files on the systcm
and 89 percent of them were not accessed 90 days
aker their creatiori.

Figure 2: Access Probabilities
Therefore in this case the potential factors are:
a1 = 0.11 and
a, = 0.89.
Looking the results of the case study we consider
necessary to create an ILM concept, because 89
percent of the files could be migrated. The question is "How many hierarchies?". Since currently
there is one hierarchy only, the answer is 2 or 3.
It is not advisable to create too much hierarchies.
As wc showed in chaptcr 4 thc effccts bccomc
more and more marginal. If the distinction in two
hierarchies is enough, 2-dimensional ILM should
be applied.
Assuming there are requirements for more than
two hierarchies the potential of 0.89 has to be
distributed over hierarchies 2 and 3. Let be
a 2 = 0.3 and 0 3 = 0.59 ( a i = 0.11). Then a
3 dimensional-ILM solution of a 1.3 TeraByte
database would, for example, look like:
Total Volume: 1.3 TeraBytes
Storage hierarchy 1:
Enterprise Disk (FC), required capacity: 143 GB
Storage hierarchy 2:
Low Cost Disk (S-ATA),
required capacity: 390 GB
Storage hierarchy 3:

REFERENCES
Automated Tape, required capacity: 767 GB
The price relation is:
FC : S-ATA : Automated Tape =
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